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It all started with three friends in Sweden and
their idea to match students with companies
in need of part-time staff. Today, twenty years
later, we are a large family consisting of several
companies, that has expanded into new
markets in seven different countries. Like
other families, we share a common history
and a joint future. We aim for the same vision,
are driven by the same core values, and
help each other forward. As we grow, our
responsibility and ability to do good grow
as well. We want to be a company that has
a positive impact on the world and contribute
as best we can to making it a better place.
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We are AW Family
Like other families, we share a common history and a joint future.
We aim for the same vision, are driven by the same core values,
and always seek to help each other forward. We are the AW Family.

W Y N TA L E N T
THE ART OF CODE

We believe in the potential for brilliance that resides in all human
beings. If given a chance, people are eager to grow. This belief
has guided us from our early days forth, and we attribute much
of our success to it. Understanding and rewarding ambition is
also central to our family philosophy. By working and surrounding
ourselves with ambitious people, we have gone from being a
small start-up to an international business family. We build our
business on great people and our success is purely the result
of attracting the right candidates, co-workers and consultants.
We believe that people make things grow and our family’s
mission is: We make people grow.

The beginning of the journey
Over twenty years ago, in 1998, three friends in Sweden had
an idea to bring together their schoolmates with companies
in need of part-time staff. That was the spark that ignited into
Academic Work. Today, we’re not only all across Sweden but
in Finland, Norway, Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland, too.
Recruitment and staffing has always been the core business
of Academic Work, and over the years we’ve helped more than
130.000 young professionals find work while also fulfilling
our many clients’ recruitment needs. The power and potential
of our target group of young professionals have always
been central to us, which is why we define ourselves as the
home of the young professionals.
We never stop growing. Quite the opposite, we are always moving
forward. By finding new ways to provide companies with talented
people we have kept growing into something much greater than
just a big idea. We have become a family.

1998
Sweden

2007
Norway

2008
Finland, Denmark,
Germany

2014
Switzerland

Our new family members
New needs arise as existing ones evolve. To keep up with the
challenges our clients face, in 2016 we chose to divide Academic
Work Holding AB into two business groups – Academic Work
Solutions AB and Academic Work X (AWX). This division makes
us adaptive and responsive to trends and demands among our
clients. AWX contains innovative companies that relate to the
core business of Academic Work. Within AWX, there is Academy,
a company that provides Accelerated Learning Programs in areas
with skill shortage, Happo, a cloud-based recruitment platform
that offers a smooth way of handling recruitment processes,
Digitalent, our IT firm with highly qualified IT consultants, and
Wyncode, which also provides Accelerated Learning Programs.
As a corporate family, our common goal is to be every client’s first
choice. By offering a wide range of services beyond recruitment,
we can also meet our customers’ needs when it comes to capacity
building. As a family, we never rest on previous achievements.
We are always looking ahead, eager to innovate and to challenge
the status quo.

LULEÅ

UMEÅ
TRONDHEIM

SUNDSVALL

GÄVLE

2015

VÄSTERÅS
ÖREBRO

AW Family in numbers during 2018

LINKÖPING
GOTHENBURG
JÖNKÖPING

Instajobs, AWX

Number of internal employees (full-time): 1.115
Revenue: 358 MEuro
EBITDA: 7,4%
Community investments: 213.200 Euro

KALMAR

COPENHAGEN

HAMBURG

2017
Happo, Digitalent
MUNICH
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UPPSALA

KARLSTAD

Academy

2016

ESPOO

BORLÄNGE
OSLO
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LAUSANNE
GENEVA

MALMÖ

STOCKHOLM
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About this report
This report covers the entire AW Family and is intended for all our
stakeholders. The purpose of this report is to set out how we work
with social, environmental and financial sustainability. GRI (Global
Reporting Initiative) is an independent international organization
which has produced a set of standards on sustainability reporting.
The GRI Standards are focused on how companies can communicate
their impact on sustainability issues with regards to stakeholders
and what they deem to be of importance.

A word from the CEO
2018 was an important year for the AW
Family. It was a year with heavy investments,
which will enhance our ability to help our
clients in a greater way, and thus support
our never-ending pursuit of being every
client’s first choice. We have primarily
invested in people, which is our foundation.
We build our business on great people.
These investments will help us grow, and as
we grow, our responsibility and our ability
to do good develop as well. We have longterm targets for the AW Family, we call
these targets our wanted positions. Our
wanted positions are to be the best place
to work, every client’s first choice, leading
innovation within our industry and creating
great financial results. But our wanted
positions are not enough to describe what
we aim for. We want to be a company that
has a positive social and environmental
impact on the world. During 2018, we
decided to accelerate this aim, and one
important step was to appoint a Head of
CSR. With a Head of CSR in place, we have
someone with an overall perspective on our

activities who can make sure that we are
moving in the right direction and get a
chance to look into what other companies
are doing, which will generate new ideas on
how to improve. This year, we also focused
on “clarity” by reviewing and creating
clearer goals for our CSR work. In many
ways, 2018 was the starting point for a
more ambitious CSR work within the family.
In this report you will get a general understanding of where we are today and learn
about some highlights from last year. Even
though we are far from great, we are proud
of our progress and development the past
year. More importantly, we are very excited
about our high ambitions for the future!

This report is inspired by the GRI Standards’ “Core” option, but
has not been certified by an external reference. Our agenda for
sustainability matters are derived from a continuous dialogue with
our stakeholders. We have used those discussions to assess the
relevance and materiality of topics within the GRI sustainability
area that best apply to the AW Family. Across the AW Family, we
have always worked with sustainability in mind, driven fundamentally

Many written examples are taken from
Sweden which is our lead market. For
us, the report is a chance to summarize
our yearly performance as it pertains
to sustainability and to discover gaps
that need to be filled. The reporting
period stretches from January 1st –
December 31st, 2018.

A word from the HCSR
As Johan stated, we have high ambitions for our sustainability work and want to be a positive force
in the world. I look forward to being part of turning these ambitions into actions and results. So,
what will happen in 2019? We will continue the work to increase clarity within the area through
setting more measurable goals and ensure follow-up on our contribution. We will also accelerate
our planet positive projects with focus on reducing our CO2 emissions related to traveling. We are
strongly committed to becoming a more environmentally sustainable company; the past year’s
alarming evidence of global warming and the IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming
of 1.5°C (released in October) really gave a sense of urgency to the matter.
Within the social area, a goal of ours moving forward is to engage more employees to start local
community projects. In time we hope to see initiatives started in all parts of the AW Family. It is
thrilling to think about what we can accomplish if we all did something, however big or small, to
make the world a better place. During 2019 we hope to trigger local initiatives through more frequent
and inspiring communication on both existing and new communication platforms. We have an
exciting year ahead of us and hopefully, the sustainability report for 2019 will mirror just that.

Lina Tunek
Head of Corporate Social Responsibility
Johan Skarborg
CEO of the AW Family

8

by our conviction to do good in the world.
However, sustainability as a strategic part
of our business is a quite new approach.
Therefore, it is a work in progress within
the AW Family. As such, the scope of the
numbers presented will vary in the report.

9

Highlights 2018

We made great financial investments
in our foundation; People

14.562

We donated 1%
of our net profit
to community investments in Zambia to enable children to go to school

Number of jobs we’ve created for young professionals in 2018
We started our shift
from fossil fuels to
renewable energy.

We shifted to a more
sustainable model for
our hardware.

We ate more
vegetarian food
for the planet.

60
%
452
We created new careers for

persons through Academy

of our suppliers environmental assessments
increased during 2018

We took part in Stockholm Pride
for the first time in 2018

Sustainability Report 2018
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People & Society
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Social sustainability is about our health as a
society, ensuring that no people or areas of
life suffer as a result of our actions. It is also
about asking questions about how this may
be improved. We believe in the potential for
brilliance that resides in all human beings.
If they are given the chance, people and
societies are often eager to improve and
develop. We also believe in creating a more
dynamic labor market where new perspectives,
knowledge, technologies and innovations
can be created in a more efficient way to
meet the needs of both current and future
generations.

13
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Best place to work
We are building a workplace where our co-workers will want to stay
for a long time. We believe that great people and a positive culture
is a great foundation to create the best place to work. We want to
be a place for people with big dreams and endless ambition, where
good deeds are the norm, common purpose unites us and people
simply have fun. Having a strong culture helps our employees feel
and perform their best at work.*

Engaged co-workers
Engaged co-workers is at the core of our
strategy and our most important asset.
In order to perform their best at work,
we know our co-workers must enjoy their
workplace and feel that the AW Family is
a place where they can build a successful
career.

is key when measuring engagement. We
believe engaged co-workers contribute to
a positive culture, which in turn facilitates
better collaboration. These contributions
help us to be more successful in our daily
work while creating a better workplace
for all.

We define engagement as the emotional
commitment a co-worker has to our
organization and its goals. Contribution

Our full-time co-workers in numbers (31st of Dec 2018)
GRI 401 – 1 New employees and employee turnover

GRI 405 – 1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

Numbers of full-time employees: 1.155
Number of new hires: 411
Employee turnover: 26%

Average age of employees*: 29 years
Median age of employees*: 29 years

* Switzerland is excluded from this data

* This section of the report refers to internal employees only.
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Engagement index – Benchmark 84 *
The emotional commitment to
Academic Work and our strategic goals.

Energy
Unfocused

Satisfied

Engaged

Powered by People, Group
2018

Benchmark

First-class leadership
27%
Passengers

Clarity

eNPS – Benchmark 32 *
Engaged co-workers are more likely
to recommend their workplace.
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Extremely likely

* We compare our results with the 10% most highly performing companies from the supplier’s database.
This benchmark is based on approximately 80.000 replies from 22 organizations.
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Detractors

Leadership index – Benchmark 84 *
A summary of the managers
communication skills.

Should

ed

How likely is it that you would
recommend Academic Work to
a friend as a place to work?

This helps build a culture of trust, which in
turn increases engagement and encourages
employees to remain with our company.
We work actively with succession planning
to ensure out manager pipeline. In 2018,
we focused on developing more training
for our senior managers, upgrading our
talent management system, launching a
new replacement system and switching
to a blended learning platform.

o

76

4%

pp

1%

Go

Leadership development and management
succession planning is crucial for a fastgrowing company like ours. We need
managers with the ability to set ambitious
goals, recognize potential, motivate team
members, improve our everyday performance
and be supportive of future career choices.
We believe in individuals’ abilities, which is
why we give our new co-workers responsibilities early on. Big responsibility demands
great support and training for our managers,
ensuring they have the tools they need to
succeed. We strive for recruiting most of
our managers internally. Actively recruiting
from within lets our employees know that we
care about their professional development.

5%
Disengaged

Ne

We define first-class leadership managers
who have the ability to create result through
engaged co-workers by balancing clarity
and energy. First-class leadership is about
understanding and managing behaviors
and situations through strong communications skills.

Employer of
the year 2018

63%

0-

We measure employee engagement in
a number of ways, the most significant
being through our yearly employee survey.
It is conducted by an external supplier,
which gives us a relevant benchmark
and ensures anonymity. The results are
analyzed from a corporate level to team
level which secures actions and dialogue
on way forward in all levels of the company.

su

We are data driven
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Growth, career
and development

Fair and proper
employment conditions

We recruit and develop employees who want to contribute to the
future of the AW Family by always challenging themselves as well as
our existing structures. Having committed co-workers is key to an
effective organization. Therefore, the AW Family must be a company
where people can grow, develop skills and build a successful career.

Learning and development
In order to support learning and development for our co-workers we use blended
learning. The blended learning method
consists of structured classroom learning
activities facilitated by a trainer, and digital
learning activities executed though our
Learning Management System (LMS).

During 2018 we implemented a new
Learning Management System and
extended our digital learning library
from 18 to 320 digital courses.
GRI 404 – 2 Programs for upgrading
employee skills

83

Career Development
Index result for 2018 *

For us, fair and proper employment conditions are fundamental
in achieving any level of real business results. We follow the
legislation that governs the conditions on the labor market,
compliant with all employment protection, working conditions
and compensation regulations and best practices. We offer
market-oriented wages and make provisions for pensions based
on collective or local agreements.

Career
A great career can mean many things. For some, it means pursuing a managerial career, for others it means becoming a process
specialist. In the AW Family we expect you to take an active part
in your own development, show initiative and be clear about your
ambitions. In the end, your willingness to develop will define what
your career will look like.
In 2018, we introduced a new index called the Career Development
Index, to put more focus on how our co-workers perceive career
and development opportunities, measuring how visual and
accessible those opportunities are within the AW Family.

Provision for pension
Indicator

2016

2017

2018

% of salary contributed

6,0%

6,4%

7,1%

GRI 201 – 3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans

We also apply other learning methods
through our Learning Management System,
such as on the job training and peer-topeer learning, to develop our co-workers
in existing roles. Blended learning is an
effective way to develop skills without
meeting in person. It also makes it possible
for every co-worker to manage their own
development and access it whenever they
have the time or need for it.
* We have developed this index together with our external supplier and since
it is new for 2018 we do not have an internal nor an external bench yet.
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Contributing to a sustainable
and dynamic labor market
Creating jobs and building careers is our core business and key to
fulfilling our mission. We make people grow. We believe in potential
before experience, an approach that gives young professionals a
strong position in the job application process and allows new talents
to enter the labor market.

Young professionals and job creation
Beyond our colleagues and clientele, job
creation form major advantages for society
at large. Low unemployment reduces strain
on the government and its taxpayers. With
more people working, the government has
less burden to put money into welfare
assistance programs, while also being able
to raise more tax revenue. Plus, employed
people are more likely to enjoy better
health, less stress and stronger quality
of life in general.

market is difficult to access for people with
limited experience, and youth unemployment is still high in Europe. There are a lot
of challenges to face when transitioning
from a student into the labor market.
Many employers don’t provide positions
at an entry level and try to replace former
employees with candidates whose experience is similar. This is neither sustainable
nor in line with how Academic Work
approaches recruitment.

High youth unemployment rates have been
a challenge across the world since the
global financial crisis. In general, the labor

In 2015, shortly after I finished my MSc in Business and Administration, I began
my career at Academic Work. It was a short assignment as an Administrator and
I worked in that position for a month until my contact person at Academic Work
recommended me to apply for a position as an Insurance Consultant. Even though
I had no prior experience with insurance, he believed that I would be a good match
for the company. The position required a steep learning curve, and about a year later,
the client promoted me to lead a department and recruited me to work directly for
them. Throughout the years, more responsibility has been added and today I am
still here, leading one of the departments.

We believe in ambition
Beyond certificates and formal job experience, we believe in people’s ambition
and potential to grow. That is why we
specialize in recruiting students and
young professionals. Young professionals
can either be students or recent graduates
in search of their first jobs. It can be
individuals a few years into their career
pursuing their dream job. It can be people
with extensive life experience making a
turn toward a new career.

Magnus Østberg
Norway

20
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SKI, Sweden

Most satisfied
clients 8 years
in a row
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Creating jobs
Companies and organizations that grow provide job opportunities.
We see it as our task to help companies and organizations to
realize the impact young professionals can have on their business.
Instead of searching for years of experience, we coach our clients
to look for favorable behaviors that they want to see in their
organization. We help them understand the limitations of young
professionals but, more importantly, their potential and how to
optimize it. By doing so, we help our clients plan for challenges,
like waves of retirements, while shaping their company into one
fit for the future.

2018

We are data driven

14 123

At Academic Work, we measure loyalty among clients and consultants through the Net Promoter Score (NPS) metric. NPS evaluates
loyalty through one simple question: “How likely are you to recommend Academic Work to a friend or a colleague?” and the result
is presented on a scale from -100 to +100. The question is asked
to all our clients and consultants on a quarterly basis. It is nonanonymous for clients and anonymous for consultants.

Number of people we
helped to new jobs
through Academic Work:

14 562
2017

2016

12 447
GRI 203 – 2 Significant indirect
economic impact

Result NPS – Academic Work
Year

2016

2017

2018

Client loyalty Scale -100 to +100

58

66

69

Consultant loyalty Scale -100 to +100

52

52

53

22
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Skills and
competence creation
We also believe in a more dynamic labor market where new competencies
can be created in an efficient way to fill both current and future competency gaps. In that way, we help organizations grow by offering candidates
the possibility of changing directions and starting a new career within a
new field, if that offers better opportunities.

Digitalization and new technologies are
transforming the labor market in many
ways. New jobs and industries are being
created, while others downsize. Predictions
show that a shortfall of 70.000 candidates
will hit the IT sector by 2022 in Sweden,
with 500.000 more needed in Europe.
Increasing competence gaps limit the
growth of companies. The need for people
to reskill and upskill is growing. In 2015,
we founded Academy with the intention

to fill these competency gaps. Through our
Accelerated Learning method, Academy
tailors intensive training for industries
where shortages of qualified candidates
are rapidly growing, such as IT, technology
and finance. After 12 weeks of training,
tailored to the needs of each client and
their industry, the candidates get full-time
employment at Academic Work and start
contributing as consultants from day one.

ProCori is among the companies that Academy has supported with IT competence training.

We partnered up with Academy in order to find and train junior
consultants within Service Management. Academy did not only
provided us with the competence we needed, they have also
increased diversity in the company through imcreased spread
in both gender, age and ethnic background. This has proved to
be a success factor for ProCori as a knowledge provider and
made the workplace more fun.
Thomas Godawszky
Head of Consultancy & Customer Success på ProCori

24

By providing Accelerated Learning
Programs, Academy is building
capacity that industries need,
while providing attractive opportunities to truly ambitious
candidates.
When recruiting to these programs, Academy focuses on individuals’
ambitions, abilities and potential. The recruitment processes
start with anonymous tests and have no requirements of previous
education or work experience. This also leads to a cognitive
diversity amongst the candidates and future consultants.

25
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Business Model Challenger of the Year
As of today, Academy has graduated over
800 consultants through its Accelerated
Learning Programs in Sweden, Finland and
Germany, and over 30.000 individuals
applied for Academy during 2018. Clearly,
matching candidates with jobs is not our
main challenge. There is rather a need for
more ways to reskill and upskill candidates
in order to keep up with the constant need
of new competencies in the labor market.

Academy’s unique business model won the “Business Model
Challenger of the Year” award for 2018 at the Business Model
Awards. The nomination highlighted Academy’s accountability:
Henrik Johansson, a consultant from fall 2018,
describes his time at Academy like this:
Academy gave me a unique opportunity to start a
new career within the IT industry! To strive towards
a common goal for 12 intensive weeks, together with
teachers and colleagues with diverse backgrounds,
was a very cool experience. Now, I look forward to
take the first step in my new career and doing
something really big.

…Through its relevant and tailor-made offerings,
this year’s winner manages taking a significant
responsibility in one of our time’s most important
societal issues; providing society with the right
expertise to drive development forward…
Extract from the nomination.

Henrik Johansson
Academy Consultant 2018

Kodkollo – Digitalent introducing kids to coding!
Number of people getting a new career through Academy

The AW Family’s senior IT consultant firm, Digitalent, engages in creating
an interest for jobs within the IT sector profession long term.

500
452

450
400
350
295

300
250
200
155

150

173

155

193

113

100
50

29

44

29

In 2018, we arranged a coding event (Kodkollo) for
children between the ages of seven and ten, to build
their interest in programming. The children were taught
the programming language Scratch and they produced
fully playable games. The event was a huge success, and
we are now making it an annual tradition. In addition,
Digitalent supports Hello World, a national initiative that
invites children to programming camps and meetups.

20

0
2015

2016
Germany

2017
Finland

Sweden

26

2018

Erik Bleckhorns
CTO at Digitalent & initiator of Kodkollo

Linnea Börjesson
Talent Relations Manager

Total

27
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In 2018, we had one instance of
discrimination being notified to
the Swedish Equality Ombudsman.
GRI 406 – 1 Incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken

philosophies and actions affect our decisions in the recruitment process. Therefore,
we continuously consider an inclusion
perspective, an anti-discrimination perspective and a human rights perspective.
During 2018, we have started to challenge
our Swedish clients when they demand
candidates to be fluent in Swedish. Hopefully, we can offer a broader perspective and
as an extension of that increase diversity.

How?

Diversity and
equal opportunity
We know that diversity enriches our business and provides better
opportunities for development. We firmly believe that differences
among people create a dynamic work climate that fosters new
ideas, perspectives and practices for the way we do things.
Against discrimination and
toward diversity
We work proactively toward preventing
and reducing discrimination within our
company. We aim to create and maintain
a work environment in which everyone feels
accepted, regardless of their ethnicity,
gender, sexual orientation, religion or age.
As an equal opportunities employer, we
do not discriminate on any grounds other
than ability to carry out the task at hand.

We work to ensure that every employee’s
abilities, contributions to the business and
potential to develop are the determining
factors in their selection, training, career
development and promotion. This approach
defines our business and naturally encourages tolerance and diversity. As a leading
player within the staffing and recruitment
industry, we believe we can contribute to
deeper societal diversity and equality. To
do that, we need to understand how our

28

We practice competency-based recruitment. The process is intended to be more
fair than other recruitment processes by
clearly laying down the required competencies and then testing them in such a
way that the recruiter has little discretion
to favour one candidate over another.

In order to ensure all our new employees
are familiar with this process, we deliver
an introduction program and ongoing
organizational education throughout
their employment. In addition, we have
the option of adding screening tests
in the first steps of our recruitment
process. These tests help us select the
right candidate without knowing anything
about their background. We also have
mechanisms within the organizations
that continuously evolve our internal
processes toward becoming more
inclusive.

Ethnic diversity
In 2017, 24,1 percent of the total population
in Sweden had another cultural background
than Swedish. At Academic Work Sweden,
28,33 percent of our Swedish employees
(including both internal employees and
external consultants) had another cultural
background * than Swedish. The data is
collected annually from the Central Bureau
of Statistics in Sweden and covers 2017.
GRI 405-1 Diversity of governance bodies
and employees

Stockholm Pride
At the AW Family, we support the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) persons at home and abroad. The LGBTI
community has made great strides in advancing their legal rights in some
countries, while those rights remain unfortunately limited in others. In 2018,
we attended the Stockholm Pride parade in support of the initiative and
the LGBTI community. Stockholm Pride is a time where the LGBTI movement
congregates to experience what it is like to be the majority in a large, public
space, creating a free zone for homosexuals, bisexuals, transgendered and
intersex persons. We firmly support the important right of everyone being
and loving whoever they want.

* SCB’s definition of another cultural background than Swedish is; foreign born or Swedish born with two foreign-born parents.

29
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Gender equality in managerial positions *
17%
2018

2018

2018

Gender Equality
2016

2016

40%

Diversity is proven to advance innovation,
performance and employee engagement
makes gender equality not only a philosophical goal but a business priority for
the AW Family. We strive to be an organization with equal gender representation
at all levels of the company among our
internal staff. We know that talent is
equally distributed between women and
men in the organization. However, there is
an underrepesentation of men amongst our
full-time employees. Yet, the prevalence

2016

40%

60%
60%
100%

100%
83%

100%

Board

Group Management

Managing directors

2018

2018

2018

24%

35%
2016

31%

40%
39%

2016
61%
60%

69%

76%
65%

Management

Branch Managers

All Managers

2018

38%

32%

In 2018, we investigated what we can do
to improve our gender equality at all levels
of the company. It resulted in an action
plan that includes co-worker introductions,
leadership training, communication
initiatives and ongoing clarifications in
how we’re working to comply with our
core values.

35%

2016

65%

of women throughout the company is
not reflected in the representation of
our senior management. We are addressing
this imbalance.

We are happy to see progress in this area thanks to a shift in both
knowledge and understanding from both co-workers and managers.
This change is not forced by projects or managerial processes – but
rather from the heart and insights about what is fair and best for our
business. I’m convinced that our core values and our culture played
the most important part in this progress. We still have challenges and
we need to keep invest both time and resources in order to reach our
goal. However, we’re on the right track toward building a gender equal
workplace as well as securing equal representation in the different
managerial levels.

2016

68%

Per Wennberg
Group People & Performance Director

62%

Men

All

Women

* For AW Family, gender equality means a 40%/60% gender distribution at all levels.
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We are proud of Digitalent as a pioneer for gender
equality within the IT industry
During the 2018 edition of the Swedish conference Women In
Tech, a poll was made among the attendees which showed that
40 percent had at some point considered leaving the industry.
Digitalent was founded with the vision to create a better work
environment for both senior and junior consultants. In order to
achieve this, Digitalent challenges the industry norms in which
only one in five Swedish programmers is non-binary or a woman.
In 2018, 46 percent of the company’s employees were women,
34 percent being consultants which broke the industry standard.
Digitalent is aiming for the target of 50 percent, with an even
distribution among consultants and management.

Men often promote their skills with words, while women
tone down their skills, and we are aware of this. Therefore,
we are always developing our processes to make sure that
our candidates’ true competence is validated through, for
instance, technical cases.
Linnea Börjesson, Talent Relations Manager, says in an interview with Veckans Affärer

At our spring conference in 2018, all employees were asked to
choose a subject to discuss. Equality emerged as the most popular
subject to discuss. Through engaging all co-workers in developing
the company, with topics like parental policies and benefits, a
broader perspective is ensured. Digitalent engages in the WIT
Community, a network for female employees within, or alumni
to, the AW Family. The company arranges meetups and education
opportunities. Emphasis is put on giving women and non-binary
people the spotlight, enabling all co-workers to engage with them
as role models even in typically male dominated fields. Digitalent
also supports initiatives outside of the company such as Women
In Tech and WIT Girls.
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People & Society positive
initiatives during 2018
In 2015, 163.000 people sought asylum in Sweden and integration
became one of the Swedish society’s most important issues.
Academic Work Sweden is currently contributing to integration
and equal opportunity through four different initiatives.

Job Preparation Program
The Job Preparation Program aims to
contribute to increased integration and
lower unemployment among immigrant
Swedes. We believe the program has the
potential to change the lives of individuals
and families. Getting a job means a chance
to learn the language and culture of a
new country, to make friends and to be

accepted as an equal citizen. Through
a combination of classroom training and
personal coaching sessions, Academic
Work employees can help newly arrived
academics with job preparation as they
become young professionals, all with the
purpose of maximizing the potential of
the candidates and shortening their
path to a job.

Result so far
Cities

Number of
participants

Full time occuptation within
3 months after finishing the program

Stockholm 2017
Göteborg 2017
Stockholm 2018
Malmö 2018
Göteborg 2018/19

15
3
15
6
8

75%
100%
80%
No result yet
No result yet
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Edo Widiyadi was one of the program
participants who got a full-time job with
support from our Job Preparation Program
in 2018. Edo Widiyadi came to Sweden
from Malaysia with his wife and two kids.
Even though he had a great education
and job experience within IT, he had not
managed to get a job in the three years
that he had been in Sweden. He started
the AW Job Preparation Program in March
2018 and three weeks later he got a
full-time position as Test Leader with
our client Tele2.

It was hard to make the decision to move
from Malaysia since I had to resign from
a really good job and knew that I would
have to start from zero again in Sweden.
The Job Preparation Program really helped
me, and I recommend it to everybody who
is in a similar situation as I was then.
Edo Widiyadi
Test Leader at Tele2
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Tillväxt Botkyrka (Growing Botkyrka)
Botkyrka is an area just outside Stockholm city where many
immigrants live, and the unemployment rate is high. With
Tillväxt Botkyrka, the goal is to create new jobs and matching
these with people in need of employment. The aim is to
create 1.000 new jobs in five years.
This project seeks to boost integration and lower the unemployment
rate in the area. Academic Work is engaging as pro-bono partner
which means that our co-workers will provide expertise within
different fields, supporting companies with growth potential and
job-seeking citizens in Botkyrka.

During its first six months, Tillväxt
Botkyrka has created 20 new jobs
and arranged 10 local events
regarding networking, investments
for growth and education for
candidates in Botkyrka.
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RAMP (Rapid Acceleration
Management Program)
In 2017, we joined the Stockholm School
of Economics integration initiative Rapid
Acceleration Management Program (RAMP).
RAMP was launched in 2016 as a general
management program geared toward
accelerating integration of university
graduates who have recently arrived in
Sweden. This executive education program
is designed to provide a fast track into the
Swedish job market for qualified graduates
who have been granted a residence permit
in Sweden. It is an intensive management
training of ten weeks interspersed within
a seven month internship at a company
operating in Sweden.
Our contribution is in offering a seven
month internship for one RAMP participant
at a time. So far, we’ve welcomed two
interns, providing them invaluable management experience while strengthening
our diversity with the presence of their
new perspectives.

Homework assistance for children
We believe that small actions can have
a big impact. We also believe in equal
opportunity and quality education as a
human right. The homework assistance
initiative is in cooperation with a small
volunteer organization called International
Acquaintances (Internationella Bekantskaper).
It takes place in Rinkeby, a suburb of
Stockholm where many immigrants live.
Due to language barriers or lack of knowledge, many parents can’t provide the
support needed to manage their children’s
homework. Having a tutor becomes an
important part of succeeding in school
for these children.
For three years, once a week three to four
volunteers from the AW Family visit Rinkeby
to assist with children’s homework. The AW
Family provides dinner to the volunteers
before they drive out by company car.
Through this initiative, our co-workers get
to meet kids and parents from different
cultures and make a positive impact on
these children’s lives, not only assisting
them with their homework, but also giving
them a chance to practice their Swedish.
This was initiated by AW co-workers and is
still managed by co-workers.
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Our engagement
in Zambia
Education remains an inaccessible right for millions of children
around the world. Every year since 2004, we donate 1 percent
of our net profit to education-related projects in Zambia.
We call it the One Percent Movement.

Our donations mainly go to Response
Network, an organization which focuses
on helping the local population in Zambia.
The organization is regulated by an agreement with established processes for
annual budgets, reporting and follow-up
as well as an annual external audit report.
Response Network manages all its projects
on location. Currently, we are supporting
three different projects, all related to
education.

Community Education Program
The community education program takes
place in the rural areas of Livingstone
where there is no electricity, no transportation or functioning infrastructure.
Most of the people living in these areas
are self-sufficient farmers and very poor.
The program is based on a self-help
philosophy and provides community
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We believe that knowledge and education are the
foundations of all development. The people we
support in Zambia are some of the poorest in the
world. Ensuring that these children get access to
basic education and learn how to read will make
a huge difference for these children’s lives. Also,
Response Network applies a self-help facilitation
method that will ensure that the education impacts
whole communities. And in the long run, hopefully
all of Zambian society.
Lina Tunek, Head of Corporate Social Responsibility

Since 2004 the AW Family
has supported the building
of 55 schools, 82 classrooms
& 17 teacher’s houses. These
schools provide education
for about 10.300 kids daily.

education and workshops that empower
people to understand their rights and
to solve many of their problems without
depending on any donor. Our support
focuses on giving children access to basic
education through helping their communities
understand the importance of education.
We also contribute to building schools and
teacher’s houses.

GRI 201 – 1 Direct economic value generated and distributed

213.200
Community investment during 2018
38
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The Sponsorship Program
- Kubala (Reading) Girls
Response Network also runs an education
sponsorship program for orphans and
vulnerable girls. Sponsors from five countries
currently help 950 orphaned girls to take
part in education in order to improve their
knowledge and become more integrated in
the community.
The program depends on donations and
funding from individuals among the AW
Family who donate 1 percent of their net
salary each month. It provides scholarships
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to orphans and vulnerable girls who have
no one to pay for their school fees. Most
of the children have been orphaned as a
result of the HIV/AIDS pandemic that has
affected a large share of the adults in
Livingstone. Response Network identifies
children with need for sponsorship through
contacts with schools and families. The
sponsorship includes school fees, uniforms
and other material needed for basic and
secondary education (grades 1-12). The
program is run by a trained staff with a
deep passion for education.

Indicator

2016

2017

2018

Number of employees within the ’one percent movement’

183

188

215

Number of girls within the Kubala Girls Program *

731

672

576

* The declining number of girls within the program even though the number of contributing
employees is due to increase in school fees and unbalance in the budget.

Skills training and tertiary training

A Kubala Girl story
Josefine has been sponsored by our co-workers (through the Kubala Girls sponsorship program)
from grade 6 to grade 12, and the AW Family are now sponsoring her degree in nursing, which is
a three-year program. Without support from the sponsorship program, Josefine would most
likely never have finished school and would not face the bright future she does now.
My name is Josephine Mwanza, I am 18 years old. I was born in October 2000, the last born
in a family of three girls. I am a single orphan, I grew up with my mum and I have never seen
my father since I was born. Life has not been easy for me, being raised by a single parent who
is not working and has a physical disability as a result of polio. It has been hard for my mum
to meet all my wants and needs as she does not have financial stability. In February 2018,
I applied to the Livingstone School of Nursing college and I was accepted. I wanted to become
a nurse because I want to do something challenging, interesting and make a difference in
people’s lives on a daily basis.

The desired goal for the girls in this sponsorship program is for them to earn their
own living by finding employment or
starting their own small businesses. In
order to achieve this, they will need to
continue their educational journey into
university, college or specific training that
can provide them with a skill. Since 2017,
we have started sponsoring skills training

Indicator

2017

2018

Number of Kubala Girls in Skills training

64

50

Number of Community members in Skills training

15

10

Number of Kubala Girls in Tertiary training (3-year diploma)

6

5

Josephine Mwanza
Nursing student
GRI 203 – 2 Significant indirect economic impact
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and tertiary training for some of the girls
within the sponsorship program and for
selected people in the villages. By the end
of 2018, we received the outcome reports
for the programs of 2017. About half of the
85 sponsored persons in 2017 are
employed or self-employed today. We are
currently analyzing the results to decide
how to continue improving the project.
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3
Planet
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The planet is our home and we all have
a responsibility to preserve it for future
generations. Climate change is no longer
a distant threat but a harsh reality, and
we need to act now to curb its impacts.
Governments, companies, organizations,
me, you and everyone. We need to act,
and we are committed to action. Our
environmental work is driven by a sense
of urgency and a strong will to create a
reality where people and planet coexist
in a sustainable way for everyone,
everywhere.
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Our focus areas

We know that many choose to see problems
and financial challenges when considering
taking actions to become climate neutral
or climate positive. We don’t. We see
opportunities and above all, we see no
other way. Are we there yet? No. However,
there has been a lot of positive development during 2018 and 2019 will be an
important year for us when it comes to
taking control of environmental data and
setting ambitious goals. Goals that include
the whole AW Family.
But we are not starting at zero. We work
proactively to reduce our climate impact
by always having the environment in
mind through our processes and our
daily work. We have chosen to focus on
sustainable purchases, minimizing our
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paper consumption, finding energy
efficient solutions and reducing our
carbon dioxide emissions, because these
are the areas where our impact on the
environment is the greatest. We set annual
goals in order to follow up and evaluate our
actual environmental impact throughout
the year.
We follow current environmental laws and
standards, but our goal is to exceed these.
In Sweden, we are certified according to
ISO 14001 which helps us continuously
improve our environmental work in order
to reduce our climate impact. For us, it is
important to be a role model for all our
stakeholders when it comes to environmental sustainability.
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Energy consumption
and emissions

CO 2 emissions from company cars
Today, we only measure our CO2 emissions from cars driven for
work. Using cars for transport is a necessity for many of our
co-workers when managing their daily work. However, at each
office bicycles and public transportation cards are offered and
recommended as a first choice. We are aware that only measuring
the emissions from cars provides less than half of the complex
picture regarding our total CO2 emissions. In 2018 we signed an
agreement with a travel agency that will help us by providing
emission information regarding all our travels. With this information,
we will be able to identify and take concrete actions toward
reducing our CO2 emissions in the future.

CO2 from cars

2016

2017

2018 *

Total kg

263 670 (Swe)

303 178 (Swe)

358 650

Kg/Employee

479

483

337
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Paper consumption
We have a zero-vision when it comes to printed paper consumption. In 2017, we saw a massive reduction in printed paper
(60 percent less than 2016) which was a result of digitalization
within the recruitment and employment processes (signing
agreements digitally, taking notes on computers during interviews,
etc.). We also dramatically increased our use of electronic invoicing.
Today, our main use of paper is for marketing materials.

Paperusage

2016

2017

2018

Total kg

11 242 (Swe)

5 189 (Swe)

9 454

Kg/Employee

20,44

8,25

5,8

Disclosure 301-1 - Materials used by weight or volume

The increase in 2018 is an effect of including the whole AW Family
in the data. (Before, only Sweden was included.)

GRI 305 – 1 Direct (scope 1) CO2 emissions, GRI 305-4 CO2 emission intensity
* Academic Work Switzerland is excluded from the data since we today have no way of
measuring their CO2 emissions from cars. We aim at changing that during 2019.
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Renewable energy
We strive to reduce the kilowatts used in our offices and to use
100 percent renewable energy. It is of utmost importance that
the energy we use is cleanly derived.

Electricity

2016

2017

2018 *

Total kw

252 780 (Swe)

326 451 (Swe)

673 218

Kw/Employee

460

520

604

GRI 302 – 1 Energy consumption within the organization, GRI 302-3 Energy intensity
* Academic Work Denmark is excluded since they work from an office hotel with their electricity
not reported separately but included in the rent.

The increase of kw/employee in 2018 is due to several branches
moving into larger offices where they now have space to grow.
Also, 2018 is the first year we included the entire AW Family in
the numbers. The reduction in share of green energy is also
explained by the fact that we have retrieved data from the
whole AW Family and not only Academic Work Sweden.

Share of Renewable energy
2018 (AW Family)

70

18

2017 (Swe)

100

2016 (Swe)

100

0%

20%
Renewable Energy

40%

60%

Non Renewable Energy

48

80%

12

100%
Unknown
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Planet positive
activities during 2018
A new way of travel
Travel is often linked to negative environmental impacts. But by
planning our transportation more carefully, we can make the
most of our travel options and make choices that are better
for the environment. In 2018, we decided that all transportation
(all flights, as well as trains in Sweden) would be booked through
our travel agency. This ensures receiving data on all the CO2
emissions that our travel generates. Collecting our travel data
through this agency enables us to better manage and analyze
our traveling practices.

Shifting from fossil fuels
A shift is underway that will lead to widespread adoption of hybrid
and electric cars in the next decade. In 2017, we decided to take
our first steps away from fossil fuels toward cars run by renewable
energy. This shift has unfortunately proven to be more difficult
than expected because infrastructure is not keeping up with
the rising need of charging stations.
In 2018, we finally made some progress and now have charging
stations at all offices in Stockholm, which means all pool cars
ordered from now on will be hybrids. With this success, we also
decided to incorporate electric cars within our organization,
which has resulted in several new environmentally friendly cars
in the AW Family.

Sustainable hardware

For example, we can encourage choosing trains instead of flights
with notifications and pop-up messages. Knowing how our
employees travel helps us create better travel policies and better
our co-workers on how to make environmentally friendly travel
choices. We also encourage using available technologies, like
Skype for example, to find instances in which traveling to meet
remotely can be bypassed altogether.

Eating for the planet
Everyone needs food and we recognize the importance of eating
and drinking ecologically and locally produced products. All coffee,
tea, chocolate and soft drinks in our reception areas are, to the
greatest possible extent, always ecological.

All our computers and mobile phones are from 2018 and leased
for two or three-year periods. After the leasing period, our leasing
company takes care of the hardware, ensuring it’s always reused
or recycled properly depending on its quality. This life cycle
management of hardware also ensures that we do not over
consume since it ensures that all the hardware we have are
actually in use.

Within the AW Family, we have a sharing culture where we often
eat breakfast and “fika” together. Several of our offices in the
AW Family also have vegetarian options. In 2018, one of our offices
took an important step toward a culture of sustainability with a
written policy on only serving 100 percent vegetarian options
for breakfast and snacks every week. We believe this is a great
initiative for the environment and an important statement to
make within AW.
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Sustainability as a
part of our processes
We want to make sustainability a part of our DNA. In order to do that
we need to integrate it in all our processes and make it a natural part
of decision making at all levels. This is an area ripe for improvement,
but we are on the right track. One positive example of how a single
project can open the eyes of a whole department is our change of
brand identity that took place in 2018.

Case: Integrating sustainability
in our new brand identity
In 2018, we established a new brand identity. This was a big change that involved a
lot of re-branding of our products. In this
process it was important for us to include
sustainability as part of the plan, caring
for the environment as well as our society.

Phase out the old
In order to reduce our waste and negative
impact on environment, we carefully
planned our implementation of the
new brand while phasing out the old one.
Integrating sustainability early on in
that process of transition involved both
possibilities and challenges. One big
challenge was to phase out the current
stock of branded products, many of them
still being functional, but carrying the old
branding. We decided that all material that
could still be used should get a new life

outside of the AW Family. Therefore, we
have allowed the implementation of our
new brand to take some time in order
to use, donate or properly recycle all
our current materials before fully moving
into our new identity. To make sure this
happens, we have also included a mandatory
step for all project managers in each market
to have a sustainability plan regarding the
new brand implementation.

New productions
With the sustainability focus we have come
to challenge our current ways of working
and become more creative in how we
achieve sustainability. We have developed
our processes to increase quality and
facilitate sustainable decision-making
while always following our Product Environmental Guidelines when developing new
products. This has led to many positive
changes within the marketing department.
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For example, we now make smarter decisions in terms of reducing our production
and actively choosing sustainable materials.
We also have a sustainability plan for how
each unit with the old brand should be
phased out. The question of sustainable
production has been integrated in all our
markets, and we have seen a great deal of
engagement and creativity with answering
that question within the organization.

In Norway, we managed to find suppliers
that could rebrand our event material on
the same material that had been produced
with the old brand. We also produced
sustainable pens where the material
came from previously recycled electronic
devices. When possible, our production
has been moved to suppliers with closer
geographical locations to reduce our
transportation footprint.

We have really done our best in challenging
ourselves, our processes and suppliers, to
make sure we align with our goals regarding
sustainability. The engagement from our
internal employees has been truly great
and key for our progress. I look forward to
watching this even more closely in 2019.
Lovisa Mellbin
Group Marketing Specialist
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Supplier environmental
assessments

We always strive for collaboration with
sustainable suppliers, and in the second
half of 2017 we started making this work
more systematic by documenting, evaluating and measuring our suppliers within
this area. we now assess all our new
suppliers but are still working to include
our existing suppliers into this system
which is why the share of suppliers that
do not have we do now have the complete
data set yet. We assess our suppliers on
three different parameters. The first is our
Code of Conduct, which is inspired by
Global Compact. We expect our suppliers
to always reject corrupt business practices
in all its forms, as well as follow regulations
regarding working hours, compensation
and safe and healthy working environments. We expect our suppliers to strive
for equality, diversity and collective agreements. The AW Family encourages all its

suppliers to engage in all areas of social
responsibility.
Two other parameters are environmental
and quality management where we would
like to see that our suppliers are ISO
certified or the equivalent. If the supplier
gives non-satisfactory answers, we also
have a fourth parameter that assesses
the supplier’s ambition toward leading a
sustainable company with routines for
recycling, clean energy and setting goals
for reducing CO2 emissions. These assessments give the supplier a total score
which we evaluate in our purchasing
process. We perform this assessment
once a year on the same criteria. The
rating determines how we view a potential
supplier and provides a baseline for
reevaluating current suppliers.

Supplier Assessment *

2016

2017

2018

Number of environmental assessments

N/A

70

118

Share of approved suppliers

N/A

65%

56,70%

Share of total spend from environmental approved suppliers

N/A

26%

40%

GRI 308 – 1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental data
* The numbers listened In the table don’t fully reflectthe level of existing suppliers sharing our sustainability requirements.
We lack a complete data set since all our suppliers are not yet evaluated according to our new system.
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4

Financial
Performance
56
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Growing profitably has been the focus right
from our start in 1998. Being a financially
healthy company allows us to build a great
place to work, make investments that make
us our clients’ first choice and ensure our
relevance in the future. Our strong finances
can offer our staff stability and growth,
allowing us to create more jobs and help
more people develop their careers. We can
also provide the best offers to our clients
and help them prosper through innovation
and potential. Ultimately, as the AW Family
grows, our contribution to our people, our
society and our planet grows with it. That is
what we want. That is what we strive for.
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During the last five years the AW Family has grown with
16,3% in average and during 2016-2018 close to 20%
per year. In average we have had an EBITDA*% of 10,1%
and in four out of five years it was actually above 10%.
EBITDA for 2018 is lower mainly because of investments
in internal staff, IT and new office spaces.

Sustainable growth

The key to our success has been, and will
always be, finding the right co-workers
and making them feel compelled to stay
with us. We want to offer a great place to
work with great possibilities for professional
growth. A sound financial situation in
combination with sustainable growth makes
this possible. It also enables us to invest
in climate friendly technology, work with
suppliers that match the requirements of
our Supplier Environmental Assessment
and contribute to social projects on both
a national and international level. We want
our co-workers to be proud of being a part
of the Academic Work Family. As employees,
they are both directly and indirectly
enabling our contributions to a sustainable
world as well as different charity projects
run within the company

Percent

Revenue in MEuro
400

358

350

308

300

263

Revenue
growth

30

233

250
200

200

20,13%
25

150
100

18,53%

20

50
0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

14,66%

15
10,5%

GRI 201 – 1 Direct economic value generated and distributed

10

5

Since the AW Family was founded in 1998,
we have enjoyed stable growth and great
financials. This has made us strong both in
times of economic growth and when facing
recessions. Despite our years of growth,
our company culture is still the same at its
core and stronger than ever. That culture is
also why we’ve grown organically, not just
for the sake of growth, maintaining our
values and making well-analyzed and
strongly anchored decisions along the way.

19,84%

10,3%

11,4%

10,9%

8,06%

EBITDA
7,4%

0

Year
2014

2015

2016

* Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization.
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Contribution through
tax payments
It is important for us to make a positive contribution to the societies in
which we operate and the tax we pay is an important part of our wider
economic and social impact. A high profit means high tax contributions
on a national level.

Corporate income tax in MEuro
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In addition to the above, we collected large VAT amounts on
behalf of governments.
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Innovation to ensure relevance,
both now & in the future

Fair and proper
business sense

With a “beat yesterday” attitude ingrained in our DNA, we are constantly
trying to improve. With the ambition of taking a market leading position
on innovation, we are setting the bar even higher. The key to innovation
is to never stop experimenting, we continuously explore new ways to
stay relevant to our clients.

Innovation is needed at all levels
We want to be a company where all co-workers, at all levels, always
challenge the current way of working. The people most likely to
understand what needs to be changed are the people working
closest to the parts of the organization in need of change, so it is
important that our co-workers know to take that responsibility. At the
same time, we must have our best practices, making sure we’re not
reinventing the wheel or only doing things because we want to do them
differently. A good balance between executing best practices and
challenging best practices to improve is the model we are aiming for.

AWX
In 2016, we founded AWX with the purpose of being the home for
new business models beyond Academic Work. With AWX, we try
out new business models and allow them to grow and prosper

under their own governing principles. AWX
will closely follow the trends in our industry
around the world and find inspiration for new
ideas to conceptualize. We also seek to catch
all the great ideas we can from within the
organization. With these new initiatives,
we hope to add more value for our clients
and help ourselves on our journey toward
becoming every client’s first choice. In 2018,
AWX had six companies under its umbrella;
Academy, Instajobs, Digitalent, Happo,
Wyntalent and Wyncode. With AWX’s
main focus being to build successful
new companies, this structure will surely
change through 2019.

Our policy on corruption
Our co-workers may, while performing
their daily tasks, unduly influence or be
influenced by other third parties. There
are a number of formal rules that provide
a framework for how to conduct business
in a fair manner. To make sure we operate
within these frameworks, we have developed an internal policy which regulates the
way in which our staff may offer or receive
gifts from third parties. It also fully forbids
the giving and receiving of all kind of bribes.
So far, this policy has only been applied in
our Swedish market. In 2018, we decided
to implement the policy within all of the
AW Family during 2019. Suspicions or knowledge of irregularities or violations of this
policy must be reported.

GRI 205 – 1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption.

a. Public procurements
b. Client events
c. Sponsorships
As a result of this analysis we changed some
internal processes, especially in relation to
the way we deal with client events. Since 2017,
we apply a slightly more restrictive approach
compared to earlier assessments.

During 2017, we performed an analysis of
our practices to further understand the
risks posed and how we might be involved
in influencing third parties. We identified
the following areas in which we must take
particular notice of the risks that may arise
whilst promoting our business.
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